Tracking-by-Fusion via Gaussian Process Regression Extended to Transfer Learning.
This paper presents a new Gaussian Processes (GPs)-based particle filter tracking framework. The framework non-trivially extends Gaussian process regression (GPR) to transfer learning, and, following the tracking-by-fusion strategy, integrates closely two tracking components, namely a GPs component and a CFs one. First, the GPs component analyzes and models the probability distribution of the object appearance by exploiting GPs. It categorizes the labeled samples into auxiliary and target ones, and explores unlabeled samples in transfer learning. The GPs component thus captures rich appearance information over object samples across time. On the other hand, to sample an initial particle set in regions of high likelihood through the direct simulation method in particle filtering, the powerful yet efficient correlation filters (CFs) are integrated, leading to the CFs component. In fact, the CFs component not only boosts the sampling quality, but also benefits from the GPs component, which provides re-weighted knowledge as latent variables for determining the impact of each correlation filter template from the auxiliary samples. In this way, the transfer learning based fusion enables effective interactions between the two components. Superior performance on four object tracking benchmarks (OTB-2015, Temple-Color, and VOT2015/2016), and in comparison with baselines and recent state-of-the-art trackers, has demonstrated clearly the effectiveness of the proposed framework.